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INTRODUCTION 

Cochlear implants electrically stimulate the auditory nerve 
with the aim ofgenerating a perception ofsound via an evoked 
neural response pattern. An electrically stimulated auditory 
nerve responds differently to an acoustically stimulated audi
tory nerve, and the surviving nerves ofpatients with a hearing 
loss may exhibit characteristics different from those of nor
mal-hearing people. Thus, the cochlear implant evoked re
sponse pattern differs greatly from that of the normal hearing 
situation. One method of understanding such response pat
terns is to employ a mathematic model. Ifpossible, the model 
should permit the determination of neural response differ
ences between closely related sounds, and facilitate the de
sign of stimuli that evoke desired neural response patterns. 
How should such a model be chosen? 

The auditory nerve's response to sound can be closely 
approximated by a series of stochastically distributed identi
cal spikes, and has been successfully modeled via point 
process models. I The simplest such model, the Poisson pro
cess, has an intensity (average rate) that is independent of the 
realization of the process. However, the probability of audi
tory nerve action potential generation is affected by the his
tory of the process via the refractory nature ofneural response. 
Thus, a more accurate model should take into account the 
response history of the nerve, resulting in a lowered probabil
ity of an action potential within the nerve's refractory period. 
In the model analyzed in this paper,2-5 the intensity of the 
process is both a function of time (via a stimulation function) 
and of the history of the process (via a hazard function). If this 
model is applied to compare cochlear implant and normal 
hearing neural responses, then the response differences may 
be ascribed to differences in the stimulation and hazard func
tions for each case. 

The stimulation function of the process model is defined to 
be the time-varying expected rate of neural discharge in the 
fictitious case in which there is no neural refractory period. It 
should not be confused with the applied electrical or acoustic 
signal level, as it is a function not only of the applied signal's 
level and type, but also of the neural characteristics. For 
instance, an unstimulated nerve (zero applied signal) will 
exhibit a spontaneous firing pattern, and thus the process 
model will have a nonzero stimulation function. Research is 
currently being undertaken to quantify the relationship be
tween the applied electrical or acoustic signal, and the stimu
lation function of the stochastic process model. Conversely, 
the hazard function has been found to be largely independent 
of the intensity of the applied signal,2 and thus may be treated 
as an invariant for a particular neural population stimulated 
via a particular method (electrical or acoustic). 

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate how stimuli 
may be designed to force the post-stimulus time histogram 

(PSTH), and consequently the period histogram, of the neural 
response of cochlear implant patients to approximate that of 
normal-hearing patients, Here this is achieved for the case in 
which the (step-shaped) hazard functions of the auditory 
nerves stimulated via the cochlear implant differ from those 
of the normal hearing situation, and full control is assumed 
over the stimulating functions. Work to extend these results to 
a more general case is currently in progress. 

NEURAL RESPONSE MODEL 

The conditional probability for a nerve firing in the small 
time interval (t,t + ~t) is modeled by3,6 

(1) Pr [one spike in (t,t + ~t) I No previous spikes::: s(t)~t 

Pr [one spike in (t,t + ~t) I the last spike was at time 't] ::: 
s(t)r(t - 't)~t 

where set) is the "stimulation function" and ret - 't) is the 
"hazard function." 

Equation1 is a special case ofa self-exciting point process. I 
For this case it is convenient to define the quantity m(t),4 
where 

(2)	 m(t)::: s(t)Pr[no previous fIrings] +E[s(t)r(t - 't)lt, nerve 
has fued]pr[nerve has fued] 

and met) equals a scaled version of the average post-stimulus 
time response for either a number of identical nerves, or for 
one nerve under repeated stimuli. The function set) depends 
on the characteristics of the specific nerve, and on the stimu
lating signal's level and type. Inherent in this model is the 
assumption that the function ret - 't) is a hazard function that 
lowers the probability of spike generation shortly after earlier 
spike generation. The shape of ret - 't) may vary as a function 
of neural population or signal type (electrical or acoustic), but 
not signal level. 

NEURAL CONTROL FOR STEP-SHAPED
 
REFRACTORY FUNCTION
 

In this section we address two key issues. Given that the 
shape of the hazard function is different in the cochlear 
implant case and the normal hearing case, it is important to 
determine how this will affect the neural response pattern in 
either case. Furthermore, it would also be useful to be able to 
design stimuli for the cochlear implant that take into account 
these shape differences, and produce neural response patterns 
identical to those of the normal hearing situation. Both issues 
are addressed in the following lemma. 

For reasons of clarity and brevity we specialize to the case 
in which there is an absolute refractory period and no relative 
refractory period (modeled via a step-shaped hazard func
tion), and demonstrate how stimuli can be generated such that 
a system with a lower absolute refractory period will exhibit 
the same PSTH as a system with a higher absolute refractory 
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period. Some of the results of the lemma are also found 
elsewhere.4•5 A more general version of this lemma will also 
be reported in a lengthier version of this paper. 

Lemma 1. Consider the case of two nerves stimulated via 
any means. such that the fIring rate of each nerve is described 
via a self-exciting point process, with intensity equal to 
s(t)r(t - 't) where s(t) is a stimulation function of time, and 
r(t - 't) is a hazard function of time since the last action 
potentiaL Let nerve I have a stimulation function SI, and 
hazard function n = u(t - a), and nerve 2 have a hazard 
function r2 = u(t - b). Here u(t) denotes the step function. 
DefIne ml(t) via equation 2, for S_I(.) and Cl(.). 

Then for a positive, bounded, and differentiable SI(t), ml(t) 
can be calculated via the relationship: 

(3)	 dml(t)/dt =ml(t)( (dSl(t)/dt)/SI(t) - SI(t) ), 
= ml(t)( (dSl(t)/dt)/sl(t) - SI(t) ) + sl(t)ml(t - a) 

ml(O) = SI(O). for t s a 
for t > a 

Define: 

(4)	 S2(t) = ml(t)/[l - It I - b ml(u)du] for t > b 
ml(t)/[l - JoI 

ml(u)du] for t s b 
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If b s a, then s2(t) is positive and bounded. If b s a, and 
nerve 2 is stimulated so that the stimulation function equals s2, 
then m2(t) = ml(t)'v't ~ 0, or equivalently, the two nerves will 
expect the same PSTH. 

Remarks: 

1. Clearly, if b > a, then it is not generally possible for m2 
to equal ml, since the maximum steady state value ml can 
attain is Va, greater than the maximal steady state value ofm2, 
which is lib. 

2. High-characteristic frequency nerves stimulated via a 
pure tone at their characteristic frequency often exhibit a 
constant rate of fIring, modeled here by a step function
shaped stimulation function. In this case, S2(t) of equation 4 
will approach the steady state value of S2(t) = sl/[1 + (a 
b)sl]. See the Figure, A, for an example. 

SIMULATION EXAMPLE 

In the Figure, the solid line denotes the stimulation function 
sl, and the dotted line denotes the shape of the PSTH for such 
a stimulation function incident on a nerve with an absolute 
refractory period of I millisecond (ms), and no relative re
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fractory period. The dashed line denotes the stimulation func
tion that would cause a nerve with an absolute refractory 
period of 0.5 ms (see Figure, A-C) or 0.7 ms (see Figure, D) 
to respond with the same PSTH. 

In the Figure, A, the stimulation function is chosen to be a 
step function (remark 2). Here it can be seen that the response 
asymptotes to the constant value of sl/(l + a SI) =s2l(1 + bS2) 
as in equation 4. 

In the Figure, B,D, the stimulation function sl = exp[cos 
(2512t)], simulating a strongly phase-locked neural response 
to a 400-Hz signal. In the Figure, C, sl = 2 exp[cos(2512t)], 
simulating a stronger signal, also at 400 Hz. 

In the case of a nonstationary stimulation function, such as 
a strongly phase-locked nerve (see Figure, B-D), the shapes of 
the stimulation functions required to produce the same PSTH 
in nerves with different hazard functions are considerably 
different (especially the Figure, C). A larger stimulation 
(compare the Figure, B and C), or a larger difference between 
the hazard functions of the two types of stimulation (compare 
the Figure, D and B), results in greater differences between 
the shapes of stimulation functions that result in the same 
PSTH. This is why simply applying an electrical signal that is 
the same shape (even possibly resized) as an acoustic signal 
does not evoke the same PSTH as a nerve directly stimulated 
via the acoustic signal. 

CONCLUSION 

Improvements to the simulation of acoustically generated 
neural fIring patterns by artifIcially evoked neural fIring 
patterns should lead to improved speech perception of co
chlear implant patients. To the knowledge of the authors, this 
paper is the fIrst to present the idea of utilizing the point 
process models of auditory nerve response to design stimuli 
that cause this improvement. Work is under way to extend 
these ideas to a practical algorithm. 
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Two studies are reported in which the effectiveness of explicitly coding voicing and fundamental frequency information for the Nucleus cochlear implant 
was investigaled.ln the first study, the voicing perception of a group of three experienced Multipeak users was evalualed when they were using Multipeak and 
a modified Multipeak in which the explicit fundamental frequency and voicing cues were eIiminaled and repIaced with a 250-Hz constant rate of stimulation. 
The results ofconsonant and monosyllabic word tests showed that there was no significant difference in the subjects' ability to discriminate voicing. In the second 
study, the ability of a group of five experienced users of the constant rate spectral maxima sound processor (SMSP) strategy to discriminate suprasegmental 
contrasts was evalualed when they were using the SMSP strategy and a modified SMSP strategy that included a rate-encoded representation of the fundamental 
frequency on the most apical stimulation channel. The results of intonation, roving stress, and question-statement tests showed that there was no significant 
difference between the scores recorded with these strategies. Since the temporal voicing cue is not a primary cue to voicing discrimination for Multipeak users, 
and the provision of an additional rate cue to the SMSP strategy does not improve SMSP users' ability to discriminate suprasegmental contrasts, the results of 
these studies indicate that in the cases investigated, the coding ofvoice source information by rate of stimulation does not significantly augment the cues present 
in the spatially distribuled constant rate stimulation pattern. 

INTRODUCTION 
Voice source infonnation is the acoustic infonnation about 

the motion of the vocal folds during speech. In tenns ofspeech 
perception, this voice source infonnation contributes to the 
perception of the phonetic feature of voicing and to the per
ception of suprasegmental infonnation that helps convey the 
higher-level rhythm and stress patterns of utterances and 
provides cues to word and syllable segmentation, speaker 
identity, question-statement contrasts, and the emotional state 
of the speaker. Since voice-source infonnation is diffIcult to 
discern visually, the speech-coding strategies for the Nucleus 
implant have traditionally included an explicit encoding of 
this infonnation. For example, within the Multipeak strat
egy,l variation in stimulation rate is used to code both the 

fundamental frequency (FO), by the rate at which groups of 
spectral components are presented in voiced speech seg
ments, and the phonetic feature of voicing, by the presence or 
absence ofFO periodicity in the stimulation pattern. The more 
recent spectral maxima sound processor (SMSP)2 does not 
include an explicit coding of this infonnation - rather, the 
fIlter bank-derived estimates of the speech signal's spectral 
components are presented at a constant rate of stimulation. 
Such a strategy successfully transmits voicing and supraseg
mental infonnationbecause the speech is highly redundant. In 
this paper the effectiveness of the explicit coding of voice 
source infonnation by rate of stimulation is investigated by 
comparing coding strategies that do and do not maintain an 
explicit rate encoding of voice source infonnation. 
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